Your editor spent many hours in the Press Box at old
Tiger Stadium in Detroit surrounded by baseball
writers, broadcasters, photographers, and the tools of
their trade. Perhaps the oldest “tools” in the press box
were a number of old Western Union “all-cap” mills.
Few recall the days during which away games were
broadcast via radio using telegraphic reports. During
the era of “copper” long-lines and repeaters, longdistance equalized audio loops were required to carry
broadcast-quality audio across country from remote
locations. These facilities were simply not costeffective for most routine sporting events. Instead,
“away games” were transmitted from the remote ball
park, football field or hockey arena by telegraph and
recreated in the studio from telegraphic dispatches.
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Famous announcers such as Red Barber, Ernie Harwell,
and even President Ronald Reagan recreated sporting
events from telegraphic dispatches. This practice
continued until mid 1950s for major league baseball Before radio broadcasting, large crowds gathered
and considerably longer for minor league games.
at newspaper offices and theaters to monitor the
progress of events such as the “World Series.”
(continued on back page)
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QNI Mission Statement
QNI is an independent newsletter
dedicated to promoting NTS and
genuine emergency
communications preparedness.

contained herein do not reflect
the policies or opinions of the
ARRL, the National Association
for Amateur Radio, nor those of
any particular NTS net or
emergency communications
organization.

Our newsletter is independently
published and distributed free of
charge to the Amateur Radio
and emergency management
community.
The opinions

Our mission is to provide a
forum for NTS volunteers
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throughout North America. We
operate on the premise that
Amateur Radio public service
volunteers should be, first and
foremost, communicators and
technicians. If you share this
vision, please support QNI.
Submit your news and articles
for publication.

The (Inter)national Traffic System
By Greg Mossop (G0DUB)
Introduction

As this article is being written I am sitting on the
beach at Porthcurno, the Silicon Valley of the 1870’s
The National Traﬃc System can be a total contra- and the home of the World's largest cable telegraph
diction in terms. By it’s name it may be under- station. It is still a landing point for many undersea
stood to only be interested in traﬃc within the ﬁber optic cables and Terabytes of information are
USA, but today’s regional structure is international ﬂowing beneath my feet. But it is also somewhere no
through the inclusion of Canada. Older diagrams of mobile telephone company will serve. There is no
the message handling paths from local to TCC and Wi-Fi and only a few landline telephones... There are
back just had an arrow to ’international nets as re- still places on Earth where what we call "modern telquired’ without any indication of how this was ecommunications" still do not reach. For the hunachieved, another contradiction since the NTS op- dreds of people on the beach it does not matter as
erates on a daily basis so that it is always ready for they are here to relax, but if I took them back to their
an emergency, but then is willing to trust its repu- homes and deprived them of their power and comtation to nets and people it may never have dealt munications for more than a few hours, I doubt I
with in a crisis. How did this situation come about would be hearing the same happy laughter I am
and how could it change?
now!
Nations separated by a common language

Amateur Radio has followed a similar path with a
drive for more internet connectivity. In some counOne of the most contentious terms in amateur ra- tries, the AX.25 packet network is eﬀectively dead
dio seems to be ’Third Party Traﬃc’. It is a term since much of our own hobby related, day-to-day
frequently cited in license conditions and even the communications have moved to email and social meInternational Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) dia. However, it shouldn’t be like this. Amateur Radio
Radio Regulations, but it is not uniformly deﬁned is subject to much international regulation and recacross diﬀerent countries, if at all in some... For ommendations; one of which is that we should be
many countries the USA licensing structure is one encouraged to set up networks, which are independto copy since it places few (or any) restrictions on ent of existing utilities, so that we can be useful in a
setting up repeater stations, connecting them to disaster.
the telephone system or passing messages for nonlicensed persons. I believe that an American view Many people view disasters as things that happen in
of licensing in the UK is that it is restrictive, and far-away lands, not in what we think of as the ’First
that these restrictions are driven by monopolistic World’ countries. But this is not always the case, and
telephone companies. In reality the UK license is many of those countries are facing the reality that
much more permissive, and restrictions are fre- technological disasters are a real threat, the triggers
quently made up by amateurs through inertia from of which may not be terrorism as we may think.
old rules and a misunderstanding of how the rules Space Weather has ﬁnally made it onto the RADAR of
may be interpreted. The US deﬁnition of third par- many countries, as they see the domino eﬀect of
ty may be written down, but is still subject to some power failures impacting telecommunications and
interpretation and this contributes to diﬃculties in then the ﬁnancial and food sectors. A project in Gergenerating international traﬃc. Maybe this was a many identiﬁed that the country could lose 430 Milreason for the demise of any international nets?
lion Euros per hour (487 Million Dollars) in a wide
area power outage. Older and more reliable netWhy would anyone want to do this?
works suddenly appear attractive again, but how do
we capitalize on this?
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eign language. Then the use of Q-codes, frowned
upon in the MPG, becomes essential. What we
need to do is remind people that the message is
important, and we must remind ourselves that any
single system has its weak points, which can only
be strengthened through diversity.

We need a plan...
The ARRL Radiogram format has great advantages in
an international context, which are not always recognized. It provides an internationally recognized
message format which is independent of governments and is able to be translated into many languages. This simpliﬁes training and allows messages
to be handled across borders with conﬁdence that
the content should not be altered to match some
local format. The ARRL Radiogram format was
adopted by the International Amateur Radio Union
in 1998, as the basis of their ’HF Emergency Operating Procedure,’ but remained unused and untested until evolution of the ’Global Simulated Emergency Tests’ (GlobalSET) in 2006. This exercise, which
continues on an annual basis to this day, provided
the impetus for 30+ countries around the world to
exchange messages on an amateur to amateur basis,
for a 4 hour period.

So what about the rest of the world?
Well; formal message handling is not as well developed as it is in North America. That is a historical
fact and to change it will take time. Although the
UK license is now fairly liberal with regard to third
party messages, other countries, such as Germany,
still limit such messages to ’emergencies only’ without actually deﬁning what an "emergency" is. However we are all allowed to pass messages from amateur to amateur. If we weren’t then many of the
packet networks and links of the '80’s were very
illegal...
The all-pervasive Internet makes many question
the need for a manual message handling service,
but amongst emergency communicators there is a
recognition or at least a realization that, as our
served agencies have increased their dependency
on information, we may no longer be able to be a
service passing messages in an undisciplined manner. We just would not be able to cope.

“But we need the internet, not a telegram!”
Many people type their emails without any
knowledge of the underlying format. Why then do
we bare our souls by highlighting perceived deﬁciencies? An email contains the same ideas as the radiogram in its headers and packet formatting. We don’t
complain though, as the system sorts out all the
hard parts for us. NTS operators should do the same.
The Internet is not a 100 percent reliable network,
emails may be lost or corrupted in transit, or even
disposed of through the rules of the network operator. In many unfortunate ways, the NTS mirrors the
internet, but in an emergency I would like to think
that if oﬀered emergency traﬃc, an NTS operator
would go the extra mile to get a message through,
whereas the automatic internet would fail. That is
because we see the content of the message as important rather than the wrapper and this is where
we should be more ﬂexible over handling traﬃc for
email delivery.
Internationally, the nuances of the NTS MPG are not
understood or even translated. If I want a return receipt of delivery, I will put an opnote into the message, when communicating with someone in a for3

Aside from the NTS fostering discipline in message
handling, it also teaches co-operation, something
which is very valuable in an emergency situation. At
a Global Amateur Emergency Communications Conference (GAREC), I heard that Mexico has to respond to hurricanes diﬀerently depending on the
point of landfall, in one part of the country a good
VHF/UHF repeater network means that they can be
self-suﬃcient in communications, but in another
part of the country only 80/40m is available, and
this means that when the propagation fails they
begin to route messages through Cuba where the
paths are more favourable. In the Philipines; a
country aﬀected by many natural disasters each
year, they have an NTS of their own, which changes
into the emergency network when disaster strikes.
Compare this to the response to the Haiti Earthquake, where US, South African and Venezuelan

responders all took their own amateur radio systems
and worked independently to get their messages
back to their own countries, rather than cooperating over what would have been the ’last mile’
into Haiti.

though our schedules in Europe may not be providing the kind of structure used in North America. One
connection a day to DB0NTS to exchange messages
to/from the UK, with the onward exchanges being
on our weekly RAYNET net may not be the speedy
system that the four-cycle NTS presents, but it
matches the traﬃc volume. Creating traﬃc presents
the same problems for us as it does in the USA. Radio amateurs seem basically shy and starting a conversation by radiogram does not come easily. Add
to that the unreliability of NTS in some areas, and it
can be frustrating that a Radiogram request to a
Traﬃc Manager gets a response by email.

There is a need to try and link between these
diﬀerent countries, more than once a year during
GlobalSET, in order to develop the interfaces and
ﬁnd the ’target stations' needed to facilitate international response. It may depend initially on Internet
based systems, but this will require some compromises to learn about the strengths and weaknesses
of the other stations. Other countries are not so
locked into single modes of digital communications.
The NTSD recognizes target stations to link from
PACTOR to the WinLink network, but not necessarily
to other digital modes or other message systems.

It will take time to get conﬁdence in the system and
it may always be a shadow of the North American
system but it remains the best way to grow an international message handling system for use when
needed, rather than creating yet another system
from scratch.

A guiding principle in some countries is that the
most resilient system is the one you control. Given
that principle and the general unreliability of the Internet, you may understand why WinLink alone is
not seen as a disaster communications method. In
other countries W1HKJ’s "Fldigi" suite of software
has far more attraction than PACTOR, and messages
are passed using modes capable of operating at 10dB Signal to Noise ratio, albeit slowly and point to
point, but remember that the message is important!
As long as the message format is internationally recognized it should not matter which country it passes
through or which mode is used. The format is recognizable in any language and the presence of trained
operators who care, assists in getting the message
through. We need to ease the burden on those
trained operators though. Having been part of the
NTS family for some time, I keep seeing the dependencies on individual operators or stations to keep
the system working. But there are systems such as
BPQ node which could ease the interface between
WinLink and other modes, and it is important to take
advantage of these developments to keep the NTS
looking ’current’.

How We Got an NTS Digital MBO
for Europe
By Peter M. Dintelmann (DL4FN)

How it all started
Traﬃc handling is an aspect of amateur radio rarely
known in Germany (and Europe in general) due to
historical reasons. Typically only those amateurs
who have been professional maritime radio operators are familiar with the concept of traﬃc.
Having copied the traﬃc of European coastal radio
stations for code practicing purposes in my early
radio days, I am familiar with (ITU type) telegrams,
and I gathered some basic knowledge of NTS by
reading the "QST" journal. Some 30 years later,
while ﬂipping through the pages of the "ARRL Operating Manual," NTS came to my mind again.
After exchanging some emails during February,
2013 with Marcia Forde (KW1U), Eastern Area
Chair, it became clear that I may use NTS to exchange messages with amateurs in the US and Canada. Marcia directed me in particular to David

What next?
I am really enjoying being part of the wider NTS,
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Struebel (WB2FTX), the Eastern Area Digital Coordinator, who helped me get started with all aspects of fore asked Dave for a copy of "WinLink Classic," the
software the MBOs are running on. Dave supported
NTS and NTSD.
my move from Airmail to WinLink, and I ﬁnally got it
Six weeks after my initial email to Marcia, I sent out up and running. You may know that WinLink Classic
is 16-bit software and is therefore not supported by
my ﬁrst NTS message ever via Dave's MBO.
the latest Windows operating systems. However; I
was able to set up my system on a virtualized
Traffic, traffic, traffic
Win98SE machine running on Windows 7 and even
The main challenge during my ﬁrst days on NTS was got it to work with a modern Pactor- 4 modem.
getting return traﬃc. To some extent this is even true
today. To this end, we used lengthy op notes some- ARRL SET 2013 was a big event for us few traﬃc hantimes being even longer than the message text itself. dlers in Europe, and we moved a total of about 250
Finally, Luck Hurder (WA4STO) came to the rescue by messages. With Dave introducing the NTSD routing
volunteering to become a target station for traﬃc domain @NTSEU ("EU" for Europe), things got even
destined for Europe. His great idea was to suggest easier on both sides of the great pond. By the time
that I may welcome new amateurs in the US resulted of ARRL SET 2014, skills and interested stations had
in traﬃc handlers all over the country becoming fami- increased, resulting in approximately three times
lar with seeing a rather unusual call sign and place of more messages moved than the year before by parorigin in message preambles, and fostered the idea to ticipants in 10 European countries.
generate more return traﬃc.
Becoming an MBO
After about two months on NTS, I got in contact with
Greg Mossop (G0DUB), the IARU Region 1 Emergency During the ﬁrst year of operation of my Digital Relay
Communications Coordinator, who has been working Station, I handled more than 10,000 messages for 28
on a similar project. We joined our forces and I start- amateurs in 12 diﬀerent European countries. With
ed relaying traﬃc for him in May, 2013. Oﬀering ser- my station serving all of Europe, I received the great
vices for others (e.g. repeaters, digipeaters, beacon, honour to be oﬃcially appointed an EAN NTSD MBO
message gateways etc.) is done with club station call for Europe in May 2014. This was followed in 2015
signs in Germany, and I thus applied for one to handle with the establishment of a 24/7 MBO under the call
NTS traﬃc and got DF0NTS assigned for NTS traﬃc sign DB0NTS. The station is based around the BPQ32
node software and is capable of operating both on
handling.
HF as well as linking into the German Packet Radio
network on UHF.
DRS, Winlink, and SET
Today we are running daily skeds both with stateside
MBOs on the HF bands and with the Digital Relay
Stations in the UK from Monday to Friday. More details are available in the "Europe Guideline" of the
newly established NTS Digital website: nts-digital.net
If you would like to send traﬃc to radio amateurs in
Europe we suggest that you have a look at this website ﬁrst.

A month later, Dave appointed me an Eastern Area
Digital Relay Station (DRS). This was a major step for
me. As traﬃc handling is rarely known in Germany
many amateurs doubt that it is even legal. Being able
to produce an appointment certiﬁcate from the
World's largest national society for amateur radio is
of invaluable help under these circumstances.
Greg, who is also involved in the UK's "RAYNET"
emergency communications group, has been promoting the idea of formal message handling for many
years, and he suggested that we take part in ARRL SET
in 2013 to get more amateurs in Europe involved.
This meant relaying lots of traﬃc for me, and I there-

I would like to thank all of you who fostered the idea
of international traﬃc and supported and encouraged this during the last two and a half years.
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peaters. Consider a few ideas:

Hunting Camp
By James Wades, WB8SIW

A "QSX" Program?
Could a radio club or group of radio clubs in an area
establish a "watch" program so that those requiring
emergency communications could establish initial
contact with a local radio amateur? All that would
be required is for a club or a few ARES groups to
schedule volunteers to monitor a repeater for
emergency traﬃc throughout the day. Volunteers
could agree to a particular day and shift, and the
job needn't tie a volunteer to his shack. Monitoring
could be accomplished whether one is at home, in
the car, or using a hand-held radio. Most of the
time, the repeater would be quiet and no real work
would be entailed. He or she would simply be available to place a phone call or provide information in
the event of an emergency or in response to an inquiry.

In a past issue of QNI, we advanced an argument for
maintaining a common denominator VHF-FM infrastructure and encouraging its use (“The Death of Two
Meters”). A recent experience encouraged the author to revisit this topic.
After a brutal four months of business travel, during
which I lived at a Holiday Inn Express, I decided to reward myself with a couple of days of upland bird
hunting at a relative's remote hunting camp in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. A couple of days in the ﬁeld
pursuing the elusive ruﬀed grouse seemed the perfect way to take a break from the brutal realities of
modern day corporate indentured servitude!
The hunting camp is located in a remote section of
Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Once one exits a State
Highway, it is reached by a 30 to 45 minute drive
down old railroad grades. The distance from nearby
cities is such that cellular coverage is non-existent.
Under most conditions, if one wishes to make a call,
he must hike some distance to a nearby ridge to obtain a weak cellular signal, or drive quite a distance to
a nearby city to call out. In the event of an emergency, cellular service really isn’t a viable option.

ARES or a similar organization could publicize the
fact that a particular wide-coverage repeater is the
"oﬃcial" emergency repeater for a given area. This
could be published on-line. Perhaps the ARRL or a
similar organization could provide a directory of
registered "oﬃcial emergency repeaters" on its
web page. This way, a quick search on Google or a
similar service could lead visitors to this information before they venture into remote areas. In
order to be a registered emergency repeater, a
sponsoring club or ARES group would have to agree
to develop and maintain a "QSX" program.

Interestingly, this same area is served by several twometer FM repeaters, one of which has outstanding
coverage. Yet, these repeaters are mostly quiet as a
tomb. Undoubtedly, there are a fair number of radio
amateurs in nearby cities, but few of these hams apparently monitor two meter FM. If one were to
attempt to establish contact on one of these repeaters in an emergency, he would likely encounter "dead
air." This is now a common pattern throughout much
of the United States, regardless of population density
or location.

A watch program could also prove beneﬁcial for
ARES support of served agencies. Imagine that a
radio amateur is employed by the US Forest Service, Department of Natural Resources or a similar
agency. If ARES assistance is required to solve a
communications problem in a remote area, but cell
service is unavailable, all that would be required is
for that individual to dial-in the repeater frequency
and call for assistance. The QSX volunteer could
then notify the ARES emergency coordinator or other EMCOMM representatives of the requirement
for communications support.

It seems a shame that the utility of such a useful infrastructure is diminished by a lack of interest and
support. However, it seems a few simple actions
could restore much of the utility of our VHF-FM re-

Radiograms?
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On a previous visit to the hunting camp, I sent radiograms via the Michigan, QMN CW net notifying the
wives of two hunters that they would be delayed due
to weather. The radiograms were delivered immediately and replies were received within a few minutes.
This worked great, but it required several factors to
come together:

The requirement for radiogram service happened
to coincide with a time of day during which a net
was in session.




High Frequency capability was required to access
the NTS CW traﬃc net.
A portable HF “manpack” radio was readily available.

Imagine for a moment that one had the ability to call
the watch volunteer and request that he relay a radiogram for the convenience of those at camp? He could
either accept the radiogram himself or contact a local
ARES or NTS volunteer to do so. In the era of toll-free
long-distance calling, the radiogram could even be delivered directly from the nearest working phone or Internet access.
Autopatch or phone patch?
Mobile radio access, or "autopatch" capability has
largely fallen by the wayside due to cost and a lack of
interest. The same is true of HF phone patch capability.
Yet, such services could still prove of value at times
when cellular networks are disrupted or overloaded by
a major disaster. Land-line dial tone service is provisioned much diﬀerently than cellular service and it
often remains available when cellular data networks
collapse. Access to a POTS line via a VHF repeater or
remote HF station could be of great beneﬁt in time of
emergency. When the big one hits, the ability of a
served agency oﬃcial to be connected into the telephone network might be of signiﬁcant value.
Have we been too quick to dispense with autopatch
and phone patch methods? Has the time come for one
of our national organizations to negotiate an arrangement with the common carriers for a special discount
rate for dial-tone service to repeater sites or for registered ARES and NTS volunteers?
Perception or Reality?

Perception is reality for many. In our modern age,
the ubiquitous nature of cellular networks and the
presence of smart phones in the hands of nearly
everyone over 10 years of age can lead one to believe that such networks are invincible. While robust, such networks can and do fail. There are also many places in North America where they may
not work. Can Amateur Radio ﬁll this gap? Should
we make an eﬀort to be a "radio service" and ﬁll
this gap where necessary? Can such a service provide suﬃcient motivation to be active in a phase of
Amateur Radio public service?
We'll leave it up to you to decide.
-30-

Pedestrian Mobile WinLink?
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN)
I encountered Tim Eldridge, KF6TIM, at the Bungalow Heaven Neighborhood Association emergency
preparedness fair, in Pasadena CA. He is a relatively new ham, licensed about six years ago, who
now holds his Extra class license. He is involved
with the Altadena Local Emergency Radio Team
(ALERT) and CERT. What he was doing at the
event opened my mind up to myriad possibilities
applicable to ARES, NTS and other emergency
communications applications.
With a laptop in one hand and a Kenwood THD72A handheld transceiver in the other, connected with a USB cable, he is basically a pedestrian
mobile packet WL2K station. This radio has an onboard 1200/9600-baud KISS TNC, along with GPS,
APRS and other features.
With an after-market antenna on the Kenwood, he
was able to connect solidly on 5 Watts, with the 2meter packet WL2K gateway KF6TIM-10, located
3.6 miles away, as long as he stayed away from
the trees. With a mobile or small base antenna,
he certainly could have done better.
Imagine the possibilities!
Photo—next page
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see if the net was going to work or not by lookup up (on
the internet) the daily predicted value of a number called
“foF2.” The foF2 is the critical frequency (f) for the
“ordinary” (o) wave reflected off the F2 layer of the ionosphere, for a vertical ray path (i.e. NVIS). There is also an
“fxF2,” relating to the “extraordinary” wave, but it seems
that FoF2 is the standard number used to indicate the
health of the ions in the upper atmosphere. (The ordinary
& extrordinary are circularly polarized in the opposite direction, but otherwise … well, the same? A dipole antenna, such as used by hams, only gets half the energy contained in either, but cannot tell the difference.)
Below the critical frequency, the wave is reflected back.
Above it, the vertically traveling wave flies off into space
and is gone.

Tim Eldridge, KF6TIM operating WinLink Pedestrian
Mobile

There are web sites out there that give the current predicted foF2, based on detailed ionospheric models (including
current values of sunspot number, solar flux, etc.). Before
each net, I note down the predicted foF2, then turn on the
radio. If the net is on 3.575 MHz & foF2 is higher than
that, then (assuming the D layer isn’t still too strong … the
D layer goes to bed about sundown), I should be able to
hear the other stations on the net. Unfortunately, the
source web sites do not all agree with each other, any more
than any two weather forecasters would agree. This muddies the situation.

The Mirror in the Sky
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN)
Almost all amateurs are aware of this: the daily activity of
the Sun routinely tosses electrons right out of the atoms in
the upper atmosphere. The free electrons (and remaining
ions) make those layers conduct electricity. For radio
waves, this is like having a mirror in the sky, that can be
used to bounce high frequency (HF, otherwise known as
“shortwave”) waves over the horizon, to anywhere on the
planet if conditions are right. These waves literally bounce
off the sky and are known as “skywaves”

When the bulk of the ionosphere has gone south for the
winter (leaving us only a few ions) and the Sun is not very
active, the 80 meter ham band is right on that hairy edge
with the foF2. Often, as you would expect with critical
reflection, the nearby stations drop out, because the ionosphere isn’t strong enough to support truly vertical NVIS,
while the stations a few hundred miles away will still come
in. Sometimes, we all may as well pack it in and go to bed.
And, sometimes all is hunky dory.

I had not been on the 80-meter CW traffic nets for very
long, when it became obvious that sometimes I could hear
the other stations and sometimes I couldn’t. Unfortunately
for me, these early months after I passed my General license
were during the sunspot minimum. Some days I would
bring up www.solarham.com for a look-see and I’d find myself dusting off my computer screen in order to find out if
what I saw on the solar image was a sunspot or a piece of
dirt! At that time, the proportion of “dead nets” was, to say
the least, higher that usual.

So picture this … a relatively new ham, who keys & writes
with the same hand, struggling with CW in the first place,
still having to write down every single character to follow
what is going on, now also trying to keep notes on everyone else’s signal strength! It got better, but it did take
quite a awhile!

The local 80-nets are NVIS nets … Near-Vertical Incident
Skywave. The outgoing wave from the transmitter hits the
ionosphere from a near-vertical direction and is reflected
back down, illuminating the area within a few hundred kilometers, which is just the area that a local or region traffic net
is looking to cover.

Naively, I expected 80 meters to behave in a similar way to
the higher-frequency ham bands that are normally used for
contacting DX stations. For any given great-circle path,
there is a LUF, or lowest usable frequency, determined by
the D layer, and a MUF, or maximum usable frequency,
determined by how good the ionospheric mirror is be-

It should, in my naïve and innocent mind, then be easy to
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tween here & there. These are the principles of radio
propagation that are taught in the amateur radio license
study manuals. In the case of the “low bands” (80 meters &
160 meters), the pattern is sort of followed, but not all
that well. Immediately, I noticed some wide discrepancies. Two different web sites listed foF2 values that differed by up to 1 MHz. Since the CW end of the 80 meter
band is at 3.5 MHz, that is a 29% variation, which seemed
like a lot to me. Often the nets worked when they should
not have and vice versa.

Point Arguello CA (Vandenburg Air Force Base, actually).
The ionosonde sends radio pulses upward, while sweeping
the frequency through the entire relevant range, normally
1 MHz to 15 MHz. It is just like any other radar … the
reflections that come back tell what is going on and the
time delay tells how far up the action is. The ionosonde
uses circularly polarized antennas, so one can tell the difference between an ordinary and an extraordinary wave,
which the output indicates by color. In fairly normal circumstances, the results look like the results in Figure 1.

One of our nets, the Sixth Region Net (RN6) has two sessions every night, one at 7:45 pm Pacific Time and another
at 9:30 pm. The second one should be tougher copy than
the first one, right? Because the Sun isn’t shining on our
part of the upper atmosphere, many of the electrons should
have found their way back into an atom. Maybe. maybe
not. It depends, apparently. Occasionally, the second net
was the better one.

The horizontal axis is frequency in MHz and the vertical
axis is reflection height in kilometers, as determined from
the time delay between the pulse and its return. Pink/red
= ordinary wave. Green = extraordinary wave. Note that
above about 7.8 MHz on this ionogram, there is no ordinary wave return. This frequency is the foF2. The computer pins it down to 7.838 MHz (see upper left). You can
also see a reflection from the F1 layer here (below 4 MHz)
and some E layer reflection (below 2.9 MHz), but that
would constitute a “plot complication” for this article. The
black solid & dotted line is the computer model’s estimate
of the ion density as a function of height.

Even crazier, on rare occasions, I’d run into a net called
NYS on the RN6 frequency, 45 minutes before ours. It
was weak, but I could copy it well enough. I also checked
on the Internet for the time & frequency. NYS is the New
York State traffic net! 80 meters is not supposed to have
that much range.

Now, this is important! Are there really two F2 reflecting
layers, one around 300 km & one around 600 km? Nope,

So there is weirdness going on over our heads, that
only shortwave operators
(hams or otherwise) know
and care about. That’s
about where my understanding stayed until I
found this (Eric Nichols
KL7AJ clued me in to it)
…
http://ulcar.uml.edu/
DIDBase/
There are various scientific
installations around the
world that probe the ionosphere, some every 15
minutes! Many of these
installations post their results on the web. The
closest “ionosonde” station
to me and the rest of SCN
and RN6 is the one at

Fig. 1 The Ionosonde Chart referenced in the article
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there is only one at 300 km. The other one is the same
wave that reflected down from the F2, hitting the Earth’s
surface, going back up & bouncing back down again. This
indicates a moderately good mirror. We can count the
number of multiple reflections & use that as a guide to how
strong to expect the net signals to be.

MHz, or a median of 0.25 MHz; the difference between

So now I don’t need to depend on forecast models. What I
see on the Point Arguello ionosonde site is the real, actual
foF2 at the time.
Now I am able to answer one of my original questions: are
the disparate predictions really that far off? The quick answer is "Yes." Using data from mid-July 2015 to midSeptember, I see that there is apparently quite a lot (one
sigma on the difference O-C is 0.75 MHz during RN6/1
and 0.89 MHz during RN6/2) of variation in the ionosphere that is due to factors not accounted for by the model (such as maybe geomagnetic activity?). These two diagrams (fig. 1 and fig. 2) show (in blue) the observed ionosonde foF2, as a function of what one of the models predicts and (in orange) the difference (observed minus calculated).
Fig. 3
mean and median indicates there are more outliers on the
high side than on the low side. During RN6/2, the mean
difference is even larger (mean 0.60 MHz & median 0.50
MHz). The real ionosphere performed better than the
model, especially during the second session (RN6/2). I’ll
be interested in watching it through the winter and spring,
to see how this situation changes.
All this goes to show that there are some wonderful scientific data out there on the Information Superhighway to
play with. You don’t want to be shy about enjoying it!
You just have to credit the source.
The model that was used for this project is the “effective
sunspot number” model used by DX Atlas software
(www.dxatlas.com) . I picked it for the simple reason that
it is the easiest to use and does not involve reading value
off a tightly spaced chart.
In my next installment, I will write about how to read the
ionograms, a process which I am just learning. Just let me
say, though, that (as one of the southern CA DRS stations),
I am almost at the point of being able to look at the web &
tell whether or not I’ll be able to get my NTSD MBO connection or not. So, stay tuned (so to speak).

Fig. 2
During this particular two-month period, there also seems
to be a systematic difference. During RN6/1 the real ionosphere is better than the model by mean value of 0.39
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superiority or training value above that of any other
operating interest. As a matter of fact, one could
construct a fairly sound argument suggesting that
contesting actually inculcates habits and approaches, which are detrimental to emergency preparedness. For example:

Contesting as EMCOMM Training?
-Deconstructing the MythAn Editorial by James Wades, WB8SIW

In recent months, the "ARES E-letter" and the “ARRL
Letter” have both featured articles suggesting that
contesting can serve as training for emergency communications. Over the years, this old yarn has taken
on a life of its own and it now periodically surfaces
in various magazine articles, newsletters and the
like. Like "urban legends," some ideas, if repeated
often enough, can serve to eﬀectively communicate
a belief that may or may not be true.
Perhaps it's natural for the proponents of contesting
to want to believe that their preferred operating
activity is somehow superior to other operating activities. Some in the contest community are undoubtedly tempted to believe that the spectrum
and operating time consumed by their favorite operating activity is somehow justiﬁed by a higher and
more noble purpose. This rationalization can then
be used to justify the periodic displacement of competing interests by the overwhelming number of
contests, sprints and similar events, which now
dominate not just the Amateur Radio spectrum, but
the narrative of Amateur Radio.



Contesting encourages participants to "squeeze"
other participants by pushing hard against adjacent frequency users. Such behavior would be
quite counterproductive in an emergency communications situation during which frequency
rationalization, message/circuit prioritization
and similar cooperative (as opposed to competitive) techniques are absolutely essential to eﬃciency.



Emergency communications requires that one
convey third party traﬃc on behalf of served
agencies and the general public. The content of
such message traﬃc is highly variable and perhaps even quite technical. The argument that
shouting "59" and a serial number or similar
brief exchange over and over and over again into
a microphone for hours prepares one to handle
complex emergency communication is patently
ludicrous on its face. Worse yet, the “contesting
is training” argument implies that real training
during traffic nets, ARES activations and public
service events is perhaps less important or even
unnecessary for the contester.



The argument is often made that contesting encourages one to build a high-grade station. Yet,
a station set up for excellent performance in the
ARES and NTS environment should be conﬁgured in a much diﬀerent manner than that of the
typical contest station. From the choice and positioning of the radio equipment at the operating
position to basic antenna design, the emergency
communicator must design his station in a manner that is often much diﬀerent than the requirements of a "big gun" contester.



The argument that contesting helps one develop
such skills as copying weak signals through interference also applies to other operating activities,

Like all myths, it is wise to occasionally take a step
back and deconstruct a belief system to see if it is
rational. The thinking person might start by asking
this one question:
How does repeating an unrealistic and nearly
always identical signal report and serial number or name over and over again for hours
train one to provide meaningful third party
communications and connectivity in time of
emergency?
The honest man or woman will likely arrive at the
correct answer, whereas the few immersed in selfdelusion or exercising a hidden political agenda have
likely already stopped reading at this point in order
to sharpen their pitch forks and boil their tar!
One might argue that contesting has no inherent
11

including QRP operation, portable and mobile
operation, or even using vintage ("boat anchor")
receivers.




trum from Friday night through Sunday afternoon,
which may be convenient for the contester, but
which is also very inconvenient for the noncontester who may only have an occasional hour on
a Friday or Saturday night to enjoy his hobby.

Over the years, a variety of wide coverage, independent "public service nets" have emerged on
20-meters. When a disaster occurs, those
attempting to access these nets often emulate
contest techniques, the result being "pile-ups,"
interference, and an embarrassing ineﬃciency.
In other words, these users operate in the emergency in the same manner in which they
“practice” and the results are often abysmal.

Consider these arguments:

Real emergency communications demands that
one apply solid administrative skills, such as
keeping detailed radio logs with concise summaries of all important communications recorded against time, ﬁles of ICS-213 messages or radiograms arranged and available for quick reference against serial number and/or time, the ability to type clearly and use word processor programs and the like eﬃciently. Contesting merely
requires that one record brief, predictable exchanges in a single, repeatable and fairly simple
logging program. Only active traﬃc handling can
exercise these more complex administrative
skills BEFORE an emergency happens.

Now…don't start the tar and feathering yet! The
goal in this article is not to be "anti-contest." Contesting deserves the same level of courtesy and access to spectrum and operating time as any other
operating activity. However, balancing competing
operating interests in order to allow everyone fair
and equitable access to the spectrum is essential to
a diverse and healthy Amateur Radio Service. Unfortunately, one can take this deconstruction process
even further to argue that the constant promotion
of contesting in our publications degrades diversity
and ultimately squeezes other potential operating
interests to the margins of the hobby/service.



Many contest organizers give little or no thought
to sharing spectrum with other users who may
not have the time (or interest) to dedicate to a
contest. Few contest promotors place frequency
limits on sub-bands to contain a contest, thereby
aﬀording a bit of limited access for the noncontester. Admittedly, the WARC bands are noncontest, but this is not always practical for those
who might operate nets or want to maintain a
schedule on a weekend evening.



No International body exists to harmonize the
contest schedule. The result is often several
competing contests, sprints and similar activities
occurring on the same day.



Little meaningful oﬃciating occurs during contests, as might happen with any “real” sporting
event. Few contesters have been disqualiﬁed or
penalized for stepping on existing QSOs, which
suﬀered the misfortune of being in progress
when the "radio sport" event kicked-in. No one
appears to be disqualiﬁed for calling "CQ TEST"
atop nets, existing QSOs or the like. One could
argue that contesting is like a baseball game
without an umpire or a football match without
oﬃciating.

So let's step out on that very dangerous and shaky
limb and argue that…..
Contesting offers no intrinsic superiority
over other operating activities nor does it
offer any meaningful EMCOMM training value beyond that of other common operating
interests.

Examine the contest calendars and one could conclude that Amateur Radio is no longer an investigative, educational and public interest activity and is
instead little more than "radio sport." Most weekends are now dominated by not just one contest,
but often by multiple contests. Most contest organizers seize the weekends….and much of the HF spec-

In reality, there are only two activities that prepare
the radio amateur for service in time of emergency;
traﬃc nets and ARES (or similar organizations such
as MARS, SATERN, etc.).
Ultimately, one could assume that the contest myth
12

each recipient. There were also 18 stations in CT
and one in NH who asked to receive one message
from each of us. K6HTN also added in one TEST W
message received from an ARES net during the
earthquake drill.

is designed to deﬂect possible criticism of an operating interest that has developed a certain cultural
hegemony that now dominates the politics of our
national Amateur Radio associations. By suggesting
that contesting is somehow more beneﬁcial than
other operating interests, one can, at the very least,
deﬂect the criticism of a silent, disorganized majority,
which chooses not to participate but whose voices
are squelched by the lack of a speciﬁc, common interest and the sometimes petty politics of ham radio.

K6HTN sent 349 messages on NTSD only. K6JGL
sent 375 on NTSD and 50 on WL2K. We had initially planned to distribute the load to various MBOs
in the western US, but in fact all of the NTSD traﬃc
went to the Sixth Region primary and alternate
hubs WS6P and AG6QO-1, near Sacramento.

The time has come to drop the "contesting is training" myth and accept the fact that contesting is just
another operating activity with no inherent superiority over any other operating interest.

Less than a day before, WS6P had installed a software ﬁx to keep his PSK levels where they should
be (higher than the modem default). Without that
change this project might have been much more
diﬃcult. The result was, however, that as long as
propagation was open, WS6P was able to soak up
messages as fast as one per 8 seconds.

Contesting is a fun and worthwhile operating activity
and a pleasure to thousands of radio amateurs. Most
contesters are courteous, ﬁrst-class operators, who
promote an activity that has its beneﬁts. However, If
one wants to learn how to communicate in time of
emergency, join a traﬃc net, participate in ARES or a
similar EMCOMM group and practice handling third
party message traﬃc.

K6HTN had other activities (an ARES “head count”
net, an emergency preparedness fair and the usual
compliment of traﬃc nets on Cycle 4). It took an
hour or two to prepare the messages and most of
the afternoon to cut/paste then into Airmail. At
about 10 pm, 80 meters faded, so the sending of
the last 68 message was deferred to the next
morning.

Enjoy contests, but just don't fool yourself into believing it constitutes meaningful training for emergency communications.
-30-

K6JGL had written a PowerScript macro to put the
messages into Airmail, so his afternoon was less
hectic. He had the same propagation problems,
however, and had 75 messages left for the next
day.

LAX SET, an Exercise in NTSD
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN) & Jim Lankford (K6JGL)

Each of us planned and executed our portion independently. For example, K6HTN used TEST P precedence and K6JGL used TEST W. K6JGL sent out 25
messages at a time to each recipient. K6HTN randomized her recipient list, so each recipient got
single messages over a period of time.

LAX Section has not conducted a SET drill for a very
long time. This year, we decided to take advantage
of the California ShakeOut earthquake drill on October 15 to exercise the NTSD.
Each of us sent a relatively large number of TEST P or
TEST W messages during the 24-hour period after the
“earthquake,” to 14+ DRS around the country and
NTSEU, who had previously agreed to take the traﬃc.
They were all “non-deliverable” messages, so they
exercised the NTSD component only and not the delivery net component. In order to increase the traﬃc
load, we sent 50 messages (25 from each of us) to

WS6P reported by email that he had cleared all the
messages and that they had been forwarded to the
Paciﬁc Area hub W5KAV. He said, “It was eyeopening to see how well the system can perform,
under stress.”
W5KAV found routing errors on 70 messages (after
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they had been successfully forwarded through
WS6P?), which delayed them until personal intervention could correct the problem. Email reporting that
this had been done was received by us late in the
afternoon following the drill. Although rather an inconvenience for W5KAV, only one day of delay was
introduced and we all learned something.

Afterthought: K6HTN keeps all of her traﬃc for at
least six months. The digital (NTSD & WL2K) are kept
basically indeﬁnitely, although on a ﬂash drive. It’s
cheap and it allows her to answer questions that
come up. Some MBOs may only keep an archive for
two weeks, a time comparable to the receipt delay
of many service messages, so not much help in resolving problems.

At that point, a day after the drill, we were thinking
that everything had gone pretty well and that the
system was quite usable in a heavy traﬃc situation.
We felt that the limiting factors were 1) preparing
the messages, 2) taking turns on the MBO(s), and 3)
HF propagation. The capacity of NTSD itself was NOT
a factor.

NTS Info Table at SW Division Convention
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN)

Then we started getting... or not getting, the SVC
messages.
We had asked each recipient to send us only one SVC
message indicating the total number that was received. More than a week after the drill, K6JGL had
received SVC on 117 of his 425 outgoing. K6HTN had
only received SVC for 65 out of her 349. Only stations in the Paciﬁc Area (KC7ZZ and W5WHN) reported getting the whole block of 25.
Almost everyone (except the “onesies” in CT and NH)
did send a SVC reporting receipt of some number of
messages less than 25. So “forgetting to SVC” probably does not account for the low reports. None of
the mineﬁeld of problematic areas related to delivery nets and deliveries were exercised here. Possibly
DRS were slow in downloading their traﬃc. Possibly
more messages have arrived since the SVC were
sent, although we did put out an email request two
weeks after the drill, asking for updates.

The photo shows the NTS table at the ARRL Southwest Division Convention, Sep. 11-13 in Torrance
CA. Note the “traﬃc” cones! We collected 15 radiograms, not as many as we had hoped. But we did
spend a good deal of time talking with the convention goers, and otherwise politicking. We also had a
"tech talk" presentation.
Informational literature distributed by the Earthquake Country Alliance, which sponsors the annual
Great California ShakeOut earthquake drill, stresses
the family "out-of state contact." That relative
would be an information clearinghouse for the extended family, in case of a disaster. Any family
member in the aﬀected area could call or text the
OOSC, if that is possibly, or perhaps send a radiogram if it isn't, letting the family know information
about their location, health, etc.

In conlusion, it appears that well more than half of
the TEST P and TEST W messages we sent are in limbo somewhere outside the Paciﬁc Area (since the
Paciﬁc Area MBO W5KAV reported passing them all).
This would deﬁnitely not be a good outcome in the
event of a real major earthquake.
We would all feel much better if “limbo” was found
and understood. Both of us are users of NTSD, and
not conversant with many of the operational details.
Hopefully the NTSD MBOs and management will be
able to investigate further in the near future.

For the convention, we suggested the following text:
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ARL FIFTY THIS IS ONE
WAY I MIGHT CONTACT YOU
AFTER A QUAKE OR OTHER
MAJOR DISASTER X BEST REGARDS

One operates in an emergency in the exact same
manner in which he practices. Traﬃc nets serve as
both an operating activity and an emergency preparedness training activity. An operator on the circuit
may be using "crystal clear" FM or digital audio today, but tomorrow, he may be assisting at an EOC
where he is asked to take a shift on a noisy HF circuit. Operators should be trained to function on all
NTS and ARES circuits and this requires familiarity
with standardized procedures.

But we did send a number of other individual messages as well. We used a local mesh network to
send batch ﬁles (ultimately by telnet) to the alternate RN6 MBO station in northern CA, and hence
into NTSD. The primary MBO station was without
power at the time, and the operator both evacuated
and deployed, on account of the Butte wildﬁre
southeast of Sacramento. The alternate MBO operator was "on a learning curve." All out-of-the-area
traﬃc eventually got out, however. Some of it has
even been serviced. The few local messages that we
got were delivered on the spot.

Every operator, whether ARES or NTS, should be
able to intuitively utilize the standard ITU phonetic
alphabet. This comes with practice. What happens
when a ﬁre service oﬃcial asks one to originate an
ICS-213 message reporting a complex chemical
name? Is it enough to simply spell it without phonetics? What happens when one must spell an unusual surname? What happens if there is a misunderstanding? Consider a few examples of hazardous
materials from the DOT guidebook:

Traﬃc handlers who helped out: Gary Wong
W6GSW, Randy Branson WB6NCT, Clara Woll
KJ6CNO, Jutti Marsh K6FRG, Grant Gemel KK6AHZ,
Jim Lankford K6JGL, Rick Stutsman N6IET, Steve Brody N1AB. The Paciﬁc Area Chair Rob Griﬃn K6YR
was on hand to help answer questions at the tech
talk. Thank you all very much!!
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The Case for Phonetics

Chlorodinitrobenzenes or Chloronitrobenzenes
Ethyl acrylate or Methyl acrylate
Tetraﬂuoroethylene or Triﬂuorochloroethylene
Triethylamine or Trimethylamine
Sodium chlorate or Sodium chlorite

One could go on with dozens of these examples.
Suﬃce to say; would you trust a message containing
such technical information to the ham who refuses
to learn the standard phonetic alphabet? Would you
trust the safety of your community to the ham who
insists on using "cutesy phonetics?" Should one say
"Tetraethyl silicate, common spelling?"

By James Wades (WB8SIW)

A "QNI" reader recently mentioned that he had been
criticized by his Section Traﬃc Manager for using
phonetics on a VHF traﬃc net. His STM claimed the
phonetics were pedantic and he accused the individual of "sounding like a MARS operator." Our reader
took the later comment as a complement and argued for the use of phonetics on VHF nets.

EMCOMM operators are encouraged to remember
the old "hooked on phonics" radio advertisements.
"There are only 44 sounds in the English Language."
Listen to how "B" sounds like "D," which sounds like
"E," which sounds like "C," and so on. The radiogram
containing a birthday greeting may seem unimportant at that moment, but it is actually providing
training for the radiogram containing important operational data for a served agency during a "griddown" scenario.

So; who was right, our reader or his Section Traﬃc
Manager?
Your Editor would side with the reader. Here is our
case for the use of proper phonetics on VHF-FM and
similar "non-HF" voice circuits:
The Training Equation:
15

Additionally, the same skills used on a traﬃc net apply equally well to a tactical net or any other radio
circuit. Anyone who tells you otherwise is either inexperienced or misguided.

everyone to interact without misunderstanding.
While it may seem far-fetched when the utilities are
functioning and one is relaxing in front of the "tube"
watching football; major disasters can, and ultimately will strike. Some of these disasters will be genuine, life-altering events. Major earthquakes, widespread ice-storms, coordinated terrorist attacks targeting critical infrastructure, and similar events are
all quite possible, even if they prove extremely rare.
Just as government must plan for the worst, ARES
and NTS, as the communications service that continues to function when "all else fails," must also be
prepared for the worst.

The New Operator:
The ﬁrst exposure many new radio amateurs have to
NTS and ARES is often via a local VHF net. The
patterns they learn at the local level will likely become the patterns they apply for the rest of their
NTS or ARES "careers." Therefore, the patterns
learned should conform to the standards contained
in the NTS Methods and Practices Guidelines (MPG).
While some slight variations in radiotelephone procedures are tolerable, the MPG is the standard for all
NTS nets. These same standards translate well to
any public service communications activity, including
tactical emergency nets or coordinating local community events, such as parades, races, or similar
"fun" ARES events. Again, the way one trains during
these "fun" events is the way in which one will communicate when the major disaster occurs. The ARES
volunteer should apply professional communications
techniques to all public service events in order to obtain the maximum training benefit.

Let's train properly while enjoying our participation
in the fun and challenging operating activity we call
"traﬃc handling." One can have fun while still doing
things according to "Hoyle."
-30-

Managing Health and Welfare Traffic
By James Wades (WB8SIW)

Various e-mail reﬂectors have carried a fair amount
of discussion about health and welfare traﬃc recently. These conversations reveal both good ideas as
well as some mythology about welfare traﬃc in our
modern age.

The experienced operator MUST set an example of
standardized, universal procedures for the new operator to imitate and from which he can learn. Adult
learners tend to respond best to hands-on, experiential training. They also learn by imitation. It's one
thing to learn from a book. It's quite another to participate in an activity such as a radio net. Whether
it’s a CW net, digital net or a voice net, one learns
best through example and active participation.

The mobile era
Just a few decades ago, the majority of Americans
relied on "hard wire" dial tone service. Many were
still using rotary telephones. Today, the majority of
Americans have "cut the cord," and the average person under 30 has no idea how to use a rotary dial
telephone! Children as young as 8 or 9 are now
walking around with their own mobile device.

Translation to Other Services:
In a disaster, one may interface with representatives
of other agencies, which also use phonetic alphabets
and universal prowords ("procedural words"), such
as government agencies, military personnel, MARS
(Military Auxiliary Radio System) personnel, Civil Air
Patrol volunteers, and so forth. In order to communicate without confusion, all of these organizations should be "singing from the same hymnal."
Understanding and properly using the ITU phonetic
alphabet and standardized prowords/prosigns allows

Overall, the coverage and reliability of cellular mobile data networks is quite high. Sure, there are
shortcomings and problems with hand-oﬀ between
mobile switching oﬃces, gaps in coverage area, and
so forth, but most consumers ﬁnd the convenience
of these services outweighs any minor inconvenienc16

es that might arise. They also mistakenly believe
the phones will work under all conditions.

fore, even if one were to argue for "writing oﬀ" the
welfare traﬃc function for lesser disasters, the argument can be made that it is still necessary to plan
and exercise for the "big one." However, Amateur
Radio must face the fact that rapid response is now
essential if the welfare messaging function is to be
viable.

“COW”
Cellular companies have a vested interest in restoring reliable coverage in the aftermath of a disaster.
Cellular mobile data networks have become a major
component in the glue that holds emergency response together. They also facilitate the restoration
of other infrastructure and support basic social services. The loss of these networks also has signiﬁcant
psychological impact on populations aﬀected by disaster. People have become so dependent on instantaneous connections, they can panic when this service is lost, if only for a few hours. Therefore, the
cellular common carriers have developed the equipment and procedures needed to quickly restore
basic service; often within 24 hours of an event.
This includes "cellular on wheels" ("COW") mobile
cell sites staged and ready to deploy in a disaster
area.

Welfare Traffic Planning
So how should we plan to manage welfare traﬃc in
the event of a major disaster? Here are some ideas,
which ARES and NTS members should consider:

This is not to suggest that cellular networks are invincible. For example, the author spent time in the
Northern New Jersey and New York City area performing damage assessment on rail and transit infrastructure after Tropical Storm Sandy. Cellular service was not always reliable even several weeks
after the storm. It was, however, adequate in many
cases.
Simply put; the traditional policy of not originating
welfare traﬃc during the ﬁrst 72-hours after a disaster is now problematic. By the time 72-hours have
passed, cellular service for many has been restored
in all but the "worst case" scenarios. However, during this interim period, the psychological impact of
lost contact can be devastating to a population and
the restoration of other essential resources may be
delayed.
The Worst Case
There remain worst case scenarios in which the rapid restoration of commercial common carrier resources will be delayed signiﬁcantly and therefore,
the 72-hour rule may still apply. Examples include
"Katrina" or "Camille" level hurricane events, a New
Madrid earthquake scenario, and so forth. There-



Disaster Welfare Inquiries do not work: When
inquiries from outside the disaster area are processed, they are nearly always delayed or problematic. By deﬁnition, disasters displace individuals. Landmarks are destroyed. Street signs are
missing. Local communications networks don't
function. Roads are impassible or access is limited to only essential disaster personnel. An inquiry from outside the disaster area is not likely
to be delivered in a timely fashion, and therefore, a reply will likely not be forthcoming.



Consider circuit capacity: DWI messages are ineﬃcient. Each inquiry not only consumes considerable manpower during the attempt to deliver the inquiry and then generate a reply, but two
messages must be carried over a circuit (net).
This includes the original DWI message into the
disaster area and a reply from the disaster victim
or a service message stating the victim couldn’t
be located.



It is better to give than to receive: By originating
welfare messages from locations where disaster
victims congregate, one eliminates many of the
problems outlined above. In this latter case, the
addressee is easily located. The contact data is
likely to be up-to-date. Only one message need
be transmitted over the circuit. No manpower is
burned-up trying to track-down an individual
displaced from a disaster area.

The Basics of Planning for Welfare Originations:
While served agency traﬃc always takes priority, we
all know that there are times when welfare message
17

traﬃc can be originated without serious demand on
manpower. A second radio and alternate communications network (VHF or HF) accessible from a shelter or other service center can be used to originate
welfare traﬃc for disaster victims when staﬀ is available to do so. NTS networks can operate in parallel
with local ARES networks, making this resource
available for any welfare messages that originate in
the ﬁeld.

outage to alert his neighbors that he can provide
emergency communications services.


Some planning ideas for ARES and NTS to consider
include:


Incorporate NTS(D) facilities into both local and
state emergency plans. Identify a procedure for
activating NTS networks in support of both the
local disaster operation as well as nationwide to
eﬀect rapid delivery of welfare radiograms.



Incorporate radiogram transmission techniques
into local ARES training. Explain the use of
"book traﬃc" techniques and the ARL numbered
radiograms such as "ARL one," which can be incorporated into high-volume originations of
book traﬃc.



Prepare a 9 by 12 envelope for each ARES member, which can be placed in a "go-kit." This envelope can include:




A Role for NCERT
Deploying a message center for a stricken population is an excellent role for an NTS Communications
Emergency Response Team (NCERT) when their services are not required for a higher priority mission.
An NCERT could be deployed to a local government
facility, ﬁre station or police station and connectivity
established with NTS(D) networks. Once up and operational, a request can be made to local media to
announce the location and the availability of the
service for those who do not have access to working
telecommunications services.

List of NTS net frequencies and data for
NTSD access, if applicable.



A single, laminated 8 by 11 sheet explaining how to format a radiogram along
with information explaining how to
"book" welfare messages.



50 to 100 "Disaster Welfare Message"
forms, which can be ﬁlled-out by individuals wishing to originate a welfare message to an out-of-state relative.

Individual radio amateurs who are properly
trained can originate welfare messages from any
location where disaster victims are likely to congregate. These locations may range from relief
agency shelters to highway rest areas along
evacuation routes. For example, a VHF or HF
mobile unit stationed at a rest area along an
evacuation route could access NTS networks to
originate welfare messages for those evacuating
an area. All that would be required would be
some type of sign advertising the service, which
could be placed next to a vehicle or a shelter,
housing radio operators at the rest area.

The NCERT program could prove to be an excellent
bridge between ARES and NTS. By concentrating on
cooperation and partnership between the two programs, more resources are brought to bear and
good publicity for the Amateur Radio Service can
result.
Summary:
Imagine a situation in which a disaster occurs and
Amateur Radio responds eﬀectively on multiple
fronts. Active ARES members provide "boots on the
ground" tactical communications and basic messaging for local served agencies. NTS provides medium
and long-haul connectivity between local, state and
Federal jurisdictions, and numerous local radio amateurs, who may not be motivated to get involved in
ﬁeld deployment, prepare themselves and their
home stations to provide basic welfare messaging

Expand ARES membership to local hams who
may want to serve as an information center and
local point of contact in their neighborhood for
welfare message origination, disaster information and the like. Design a suitable yard sign
that an individual radio amateur can purchase
and place in his yard during a communications
18
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Health & Welfare Traffic Continued

and informational services for their
neighborhoods. Such a scenario
could do much to enhance the value and visibility of Amateur Radio
by allowing the Amateur Radio Service to facilitate not just served
agency traﬃc, but welfare messaging service in the early hours after a
disaster strikes.
The big question is this: Are we
ready to stop the political inﬁghting
and suppress some of the egotism
within our organizations in order to
look for ways to cooperate and enhance response?
Every individual involved in ARES
and NTS must, of course, answer
this question for himself.
Baseball Play-by-Play
(continued from front page)

The uninitiated often ﬁnd it hard to

believe, but a competent telegrapher could often transmit the events
using the “Phillips Code” press
shorthand faster than one could
“talk.” For example, “S1C” meant
“strike one called.” “NBF” meant
“now batting for,” and so on.
The practice of recreating games
wasn't limited to baseball. Hockey,
basketball and football games were
all commonly recreated by radio announcers, with the telegraphic services provided under contract by
“Uncle Wes (Western Union) in the
States or Canadian National Telegraphs in Canada.
Today, one can watch a game on
television and see every blemish on
a player’s face. Things have certainly changed!

Our best wishes to our readers for a
Merry Christmas and a Happy,
Healthy and Prosperous New Year!

Stopping by the woods on a Snowy
Evening
By Robert Frost

Whose woods these are I think I know.
His house is in the village though;
He will not see me stopping here
To watch his woods ﬁll up with snow.
My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near
Between the woods and frozen lake
The darkest evening of the year.
He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.
The only other sound’s the sweep
Of easy wind and downy ﬂake.
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The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.

